ICEBAR-CONCEPTS

GEOTEC-ICE BAR
FOR A UNIQUE AMBIANCE

BAR LIGHTING WITH AMAZING ICE-COOL EFFECTS CREATES A UNIQUE ATMOSPHERE AND IS SUITABLE FOR ALL SETTINGS AND INTERIORS. CLEVER POSITIONING OF HIGH-PERFORMANCE LED LIGHTING MAKES OUR ICE BAR AN EYE CATCHER. WE MANUFACTURE AND DESIGN OUR UNIQUE BAR SYSTEMS AND CUSTOMIZED SOLUTIONS USING ICE EFFECT PLASTIC BLOCKS. MADE FROM TRANSPARENT PLASTIC WITH A COOL ICE DESIGN, OUR FLEXIBLE INTERLOCKING MODULAR SYSTEMS OFFER FASCINATING AND UNLIMITED POSSIBILITIES.

ICEBARS MADE OF CLEAR PLASTIC

WWW.ICEBAR-CONCEPTS.COM

facebook.com/geotec.at
ICE BLOCKS

OUR GEOBRICK MODULAR INTERLOCKING SYSTEM IS FLEXIBLE AND VARIABLE. OUR CLIENTS CAN COMBINE ANY BASIC SHAPE WITH ANY MODULAR ICE BLOCK. THIS IS A PERFECT SYSTEM FOR MOBILE SOLUTIONS. GEOBRICK COMPONENTS ARE EXTREMELY EASY TO TRANSPORT AND STORE. THEIR UNIQUE LOOK IS THANKS TO A HIGH PROPORTION OF HANDCRAFTSMANSHIP IN EACH ICE BRICK, USUALLY MADE TO CUSTOMER ORDER. A SPECIAL PLASTIC COMPOSITION IS USED IN PRODUCTION LEADING TO A ONE-OFF AND UNMISTAKEABLE ICE-DESIGN.

OUR DELIVERY PROGRAM INCLUDES STANDARD SIZES OF ICE BARS WHICH CAN BE ADAPTED INDIVIDUALLY.